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A hybrid u:japan lecture by Olga Khomenko
Since the abolition of serfdom in the Russian Empire and during
the Chinese Railway construction and Stolypin reforms, both before and after the Russian Revolution, many Ukrainians moved to
and lived in the Far East and China. For Ukrainians, who by their
Cossack nature in the pursuit of freedom sought lands far from
political centers and historically tended to settle in border areas,
the Far East and Manchuria became safe havens from the Russian Empire where they could live and create their “little Ukraine”
more freely away from the oppressive power of the capitals of
Petersburg and Moscow.
This talk is based on a book called “The Far Eastern Odyssey of
Ivan Svit” published in Ukraine last December and telling a story
of forgotten 100 000 people Ukrainian diaspora in Manchuria and
its leader, Ivan Svit (1897–1989), a forgotten Ukrainian journalist,
editor, historian, and social activist. They actively communicated
with Japanese authorities under the occupation and advanced
the processes of the self-identification of Ukrainians in the Far
East and broader North-East Asia. The story of Ivan Svit is a microhistory of the life of Ukrainians in the Far East and Asia. Besides
working in Russian Far East as a journalist, in China an as stamp
dealer, a journalist and an editor running a couple of Ukrainian
printed media publications included the “Manchurian Herald”
(1932-1937) and “The Call of the Ukraine”(1941-1942) as well as
radio programs, Svit helped to print a Map of Green Ukraine (1937)
and to publish the first Ukrainian Japanese dictionary (1944).
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so-called imaginary Ukraine in Asia.
By the end of World War II, Svit
worked as a self-proclaimed Ukrainian
consul and helped to evacuate large groups
of Ukrainians from China. Through his work activity, Svit knew
many of the participants in those historical events, which later
enabled him to become a historian and write two books called
“Short History of the Ukrainian Movement in the Far East/Asia
(Harbin, 1938) and «Ukrainian-Japanese Relations (1903-1945).
Historical Survey and Observations” (NY,1972).
Active community members, such as Ivan Svit under Japanese occupation in Manchuria, did not give up and continued
actively communicating with authorities, emphasizing their
need for an independent Ukrainian state. Thanks to his communication skills, Svit became an important figure in the community, a cultural bridge, and a mediator between people of different
political and cultural backgrounds in Northeast Asia. The story of
Ivan Svit as a representative of the forgotten Ukrainian diaspora
in Asia is an excellent example of Ukrainian identity creation
through the printed media far away from the mainland, history
of an active dialogue between West and East, and Ukrainian
public and cultural diplomacy.
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